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distances from the power station and each other, a slower velocity in the
supply main is necessary in order to avoid material loss in pressure, and
shock arising from sudden change or velocity.
When the demand for hydraulic pressure is fairly constant a single
pumping unit may be sufficient, but, when there is considerable variation
in the demand, multiple pumping units are preferable, as these, when auto-
matically controlled, can be readily set to cut in and out of action according
to the requirements of the machines. Automatic control gears are generally
operated by the accumulator, and those electrically operated are usually
quicker in action than the mechanical ones, tending to cause surges in pres-
sure, and necessitating the adoption of cushioning devices, such as alleviators,
&c., already referred to.
When additional hydraulic machinery is installed remote from the exist-
ing central station, it is sometimes found that the mains are too small to
carry the extra power required, and it may be found cheaper to install an
additional pumping unit than incur the cost of new main. In fixing the
size of main, present and future requirements, and also internal and external
corrosion must be considered. Solid drawn-steel mains are the most
reliable for heavy pressure and ground which is liable to settle, but they
are more susceptible to corrosion than cast iron, and they should on no
account be laid in ashes or earth containing salts which attack steel or iron.
Certain kinds of work require two pressures, the higher pressure being
employed for the final squeeze and usually obtained from an intensifier;
but when there are a number of machines requiring such a pressure a
separate high-pressure service is installed, having its own pumping unit
and accumulator.
In oil extraction and similar work where the process must of necessity
be slow, whether the material is pressed in canvas-covered layers between
multiple plates or plattens, or in a cylinder or box, perforated in order to
allow the fluid to escape, a power pump without accumulator may supply
a group of presses.
Direct power pumps are often made with rams of different sizes arranged
for two or more pressures, and when working on the low pressure all the
rams are in action, the larger rams being automatically cut out when a pre-
determined pressure has been reached. Such pumps are economical in
power, and well suited for large baling presses, where the pressure required
is small at the commencement and rises rapidly at the completion of the
operation.
Leather and gutta-percha jointing material for cold water and pressures
up to i ton per square inch are excellent, provided the rings are let into
recesses so that they cannot be blown or squeezed out, the commonest form
of recess being the spigot and socket, and, in such cases, the meeting sur-
faces which grip the jointing material should be grooved in order to increase
the grip.
Leather and sometimes gutta-percha rings are made in one piece cut
from a sheet, but more commonly the latter is made from round or square

